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I just wrote this today in latin because I was bored and then I perfected it later that day and I guess it is
about my death...how tragic
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1 - My Death

I sit here crying in the dark
As crimson tears flow down my face
The shattered pieces of my soul
Are screaming for release
I see myself through distant eyes
Falling onto blood stained snow
I can feel my faded spirit
Slowly start to slip to nothing
As Death's icy grip
Drains my life away
While I lay broken
Inside a shattered dream
My breath becomes so shallow
My heart beats oh so slow
I feel so small and fragile
As my eyes begin to close
Fate is unavoidable
Still I hold on
To that one thread of existence
Yet my will is not strong enough
To bring me back from the grave...

My eyes reopen to a new kind of Hell
And I stand beside my lifeless form
No longer will my eyes sparkle
No longer will my heart sing
I am lost and alone
In this forgotten place
Nevermore to see the sun
Or go dancing in the rain
I'm trapped here
In immortal night
Where despair and loneliness reign
No hero will come for me
I am beyond their reach
Besides who would care enough
To try and follow me?
I live my death in shadow
With niether friend nor foe
I am frozen in a trance
Induced by Death's sweet sting
So I stand here



In this eternal moment
Crying tears that have no form
They have no meaning in oblivion.
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